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Classes without Awakening cannot take the quest. You can get the Awakening quest from Priestess of
Darkness Mocha. When you accept the Awakening quest and complete all related quests, Awakening tab will
become available in Skill window [K] and you can start using Awakened skills. In order to solve this problem,
[Overcharge] skill has been changed to a skill with cooldown that deals damage on its own instead of
inheriting damage of the preceding skill. Now an additional control allows you to choose to attack without
advancing forward. This allows various combo plays that suits your skill proficiency and preferences. To
provide complete freedom in successive skills, increase in damage with [Gear Step] has been removed. Slams
the ground up to 4 times to create circular shockwaves nearby. Afterwards, Ruina pulls her fist from the
ground and additionally attacks enemies with the shards that pop out of the ground. The more she slams the
ground, the more shards to shoot. Can be used in the air. Ruina is invulnerable during the rampant attack and
the attack can be cancelled any time with [Duck]. Cooldown is reduced even when the skill is cancelled after it
hits targets so you can use this to relay successive skills and make use of the cooldown reduction. Deals
additional damage when an attack hits enemies accurately with Critical while [Overclock] buff is active.
Overclock skill has been changed to a normal buff skill. For more details, please refer to [Machina Awakening
Balance Changes]. Also, more skills can now be used in the air. Commands nearby [Recovery Currents] to
immediately change into [Explosion Currents] to attack enemies. Also, if there are [Marks] on enemies created
by [Taunting Blow], they will explode too. Descends rapidly from midair and hits the ground with a fist to lift
the ground in front and create shockwaves that attack enemies. However, [Provoke] and [Mark] effects are not
created when Taunting Blow is used in the air.
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ponder the inspiring stories I.

Its river takes its source in Tibet and its banks rise to the height of eleven to fifteen thousand feet. The tiers of
mountain peaks, flung around chaotically on either side as far as the eye can see, are separated from each other
by deep ravines and abysmal chasms. Human homes, human nests, have been built on little knolls or jutting
ridges that offer a scarce footholdâ€”even over a dizzy drop down the bank. You may see them in such
precarious positions that you almost hold your breath lest, even as you watch, they slide over the edge and
disappear. What chance has a little nest against such a strength? These winds hit from many directions. In the
rainy season, when the soil is softened by constant drenching, an animal higher up may dislodge a boulder
with his foot; that boulder is hurled down into the ravine, and woe betide all living things in its path! I had
pointed out to me one such that had killed a woman standing in her doorway and had smashed her shanty
home. It hit his hut, struck the end of his bed, and bed and occupant were shot out the door and a hundred feet
down the mountainside His oxen ran home frightened at the sight of his mangled corpse. When will the sharp
wind not only do landslides terrify the little nest, but earthquakes come just as unannounced. In May, we were
eating the midday meal in a Lisu shanty, when suddenly the shanty shook violently, and we heard a great roar
The whole opposite mountain range seemed to be belching smoke and clouds of dust everywhere. My first
thought was that it had turned into a hundred-headed volcano. Then, however, I noticed that the fires were
probably caused by the friction of the earthquake. Soon the whole opposite mountain range was hidden by a
barrage of smoke and dust. It was a literal picture of Psalm Later we learned the sad details of much of that
terror. Just one will illustrate. Forty Lisu were planting corn on a perpendicular field. The survivors said that
all the intimation of danger they heard was when the earth shook; they heard a roar, looked up and saw the top
of the mountain descending on them! When the dust and shock were over, of the forty persons only seventeen
were to be found, but none of those lost was a Christian. What an awful, awful gulf! There is the wind of
merciless heathendom. In , just thirty or forty miles to the south of us, a young girl killed her husband and
eloped with her lover. According to Chinese custom, she had been married I suppose against her own will, and
when her true love came she eloped with him. They were caught and she was punished by being skinned alive.
The Lisu who told me said that when they had skinned her to the waist she was still alive. They could see her
heart beating. She was only eighteen years old. Poor little wind-torn nest! What a horrible abyss that is! Going
out along Sunset Trail one evening, I met a fellow villager climbing up laboriously. She was carrying a babe
tied in a sling in front of her bosom so that it could nurse easily. The basket was so tall that it towered above
her head. As she saw me descending, she rested her load against the hillside and her face lit up with a smile.
Where is your husband? But Ma-Ma, you know him. He never does any workâ€”just lives for the opium pipe.
There was no food in the house, and the little ones were hungry, so my mother gave me this load, but I have to
carry it myself from Pine Mountain. You know our old heathen custom. There was a sweet peace upon it. As I
left her I thanked my Lord that He can bring an inward peace that passeth understanding, that though the body
is suffering, the spirit may dwell with Him in Heaven. He hideth my soul in the cleft of the rock That shadows
a dry, thirsty land; He hideth my life with the depths of His love, And covers me there with His hand, And
covers me there with His hand. The needless sufferings of the sick are indeed a raw wind.
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Easy Difficulty[ edit edit source ] Easy is the very first difficulty you will reach when starting out. Every
dungeon has an easy mode, and doing this offers the least amount of experience and the worst quality items.
The monsters also move slower. Bosses will have a very limited amount of health on this mode. In the later
parts of the game Easy is used to clear quests in a quick manner. However, Easy is not available in the Arendel
dungeons, and will be removed from all other dungeons except Nests in a future update. The health of bosses
on Easy are quite low compared to higher difficulties, which makes them much easier to kill. If the bosses
spawn with additional mobs these mobs tend to be pushovers. In Normal difficulty, creatures move a bit fast
and have more health than in Easy. There are a few more monsters in each pack of monsters. The experience
you gain from Normal is usually about twice what you can get on Easy. The items that drop in the dungeon are
low grade; while better item drops are rare. Bosses get about double what they had on Easy. Many more
monsters may spawn in packs, and there is a chance to spawn an Elite Monster. Elite Monsters get a red extra
"name" at the front of their nameplate signifying what they can do. For instance, monsters with
"Regenerating" gain health back on a regular basis. The experience you gain from Hard is usually one and a
half times what you can get on Normal. The items that drop in the dungeon are mid grade; while better item
drops are uncommon. Bosses get about double what they had on Normal, and monsters that spawn with extra
monsters may become Elite, and overall in greater number. Master Difficulty[ edit edit source ] Master
difficulty triples the toughness of Hard difficulty. Monsters will spawn in great numbers, and Elite Monsters
will almost always spawn in each group. The health of monsters in Master goes up by a ton as well, and can
catch people off guard when coming from Hard difficulty the first time. The experience you gain from Master
is usually one and a half times what you can get on Hard. The item drops become more common, and better
item drops are common. Onyx Lustres drop most frequently on this difficulty and only one type of Powder,
Extract or Crystal drops in each dungeon. Bosses may get double or double and a half of what they had on
Hard, and if they spawn with extra monsters there will almost always be an Elite Monster. Abyss Difficulty[
edit edit source ] Abyss, as the name hints, is the hardest regular difficulty. Abyss dungeons are covered in a
thick fog that limits visibility. Enormous groups of monsters will spawn, with many Elite monsters. There are
also Sub Bosses , which are named monsters who have a purple nameplate, and have boss-like abilities.
Monsters are also faster, hit harder, and play "smarter" than in previous difficulties. The experience you gain
from Abyss is usually double what you can get in Master. The items here are the best, with better Lustres
dropping. Equipment dropped here is much better than other difficulties. The drop rate for Onyx Lustres is
significantly lower than on Master difficulty but other varieties of Lustre drop more frequently due to the
greater incidence of Elite Monsters and Sub Bosses. All types of Powder, Extract or Crystal can drop in the
same map. In most fights the boss will have a "partner" boss or bosses, which has the same name and health as
the main boss does for all intents and purposes they are the same. Any extra monsters that spawn will be
tough, and there will be a ton of them. Abyss dungeons may require all players in the party to be at or above a
certain level to enter. Currently this applies to dungeons above level 50, but will later be retroactively applied
to earlier dungeons. Abyss dungeons Level 70 and above adjust their difficulty and PWR consumption based
on the number of players in the party. This often results in Abyss being easier to solo compared to Master. A
special note with Abyss dungeons is that after every dungeon, a Dimensional Rabbit will appear. When
clicked, they will drop various items. If in a group, wait until everyone gets their items before trying to
continue to the next area. Although, you can no longer play this difficulty, as it has been removed. Chaos
Difficulty[ edit edit source ] This difficulty is unique to Arendel dungeons, but is very similar to Abyss aside
from a few differences: There will be two different bosses at the end - the regular boss, and a boss from
another Arendel dungeon. Additional mechanics are added to the dungeon. Like their respective Abyss
counterparts, difficulty and PWR consumption is adjusted based on the number of players in the party. New
monster spawns are added and the Nest Boss gains improved stats and powerful new abilities that can tax even
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characters who breezed through the Abyss Nest. Accessories are dropped instead of crafting materials. The
pass to the corresponding raid can be dropped. This is obtained from the Reward Chest in the Abyss version.
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During the walk, Riko mentions that she got some relic, especially the Star Compass, but she was found
hiding it, worried for getting the worse punishment. A kind of quiet eerie, there are no hammerbeaks exist in
their location, maybe they are returning at their nests, Nat added and they are going to excavate in their
assigned areas. While Riko is taking a walk, she saw a beautiful blue necklace. After she found a necklace, she
saw a boy, lying on the grass, its hand still glowing and its light suddenly disappears. Riko calls for the boy
but no response, suddenly performs a CPR, because it is not breathing. However, what Riko was doing is
actually bending its face and she proves the boy is not a human but a robot instead. Although, she was amazed
what she saw, she questioned herself, where is this robot boy came from and more of that, just above Riko,
there is a black smoke that is where the beam came from. While giving thanks for the transportation, Nat
argues with Riko with the hard part to continue carry the robot boy, suddenly Shiggy appears and asks who
they carry over. For the meantime, they carried the robot boy to the orphanage, however, Belchero, the guild
director, stands at the front door, having a conversation with the red whistles and get them inside the
orphanage. Shiggy had a plan to be able to pass through, by calling and giving Kiyui a hand signal at the
veranda and tricked Belchero momentarily. On the next day, leader Jiruo acknowledges within the guild for
working hard and to work hard for the next cave-raiding. Jiruo called Riko for what was happening yesterday,
Riko saves Nat and she slightly mentioned the robot boy but Jiruo dont mind for it. Nat appears and
eavesdropping Riko along with Shiggy and Kiyui. Nat questioned Riko for the robot boy, Riko wants to wake
up the robot boy and she needs help with them. Riko recklessly dial the electricutor at high range, she turn it
on and the robot boy strongly zaps himself in the chair and fully wakes him up. Riko hid the robot boy with a
blanket while Nat, Shiggy and Kiyui escapes. Riko opens the door, seeing leader Jiruo, and he questioned
Riko for what she recklessly did to the orphanage power outage. Leader Jiruo enters her room making Riko
worry, and later he suspiciously saw a blanket and suddenly swipe it but the chair was empty. Riko saw the
robot boy above extending himself and hide, however leader Jiruo drag Riko outside to write an apology for
this mess. The robot boy have a plan to escape with Riko, Riko grabs the robot boy and he used his extended
metal arm to escape through the veranda, leader Jiruo still looking for Riko. The robot boy expects for not
good to happen because he escaped along with Riko. Before the sun rises, they are going together to the
windmill until the sun rises up, Riko showed to Reg the city of the great pit, Orth. Reg was amazed for the
huge pit which is called the "Abyss", and it seems he forgot everything about it. Riko found Reg in the depths
of the Abyss, or maybe he comes from the bottom of the abyss, and it is the first time for Riko found a robot
like him.
Chapter 5 : Difficulty - Official Dragon Nest Wiki
Nests Above the Abyss. by Isobel Kuhn, This short chapter shows us the difficult life of the Lisu people living in their
precarious "nests" in the steep mountains that separate northern Burma from eastern China. (On the map below, you
can see the Salween river flowing south from Tibet.

Chapter 6 : Nests and Abyss - DragonNest Forums
Nests Above the Abyss $ First published more than 60 years ago, this book has become a classic about the work of the
Holy Spirit in transforming lives characterized by fear, sin and darkness into beauty, joy and the hope of the resurrection.
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ago, this book has become a classic.
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Nests Above the Abyss by Isobel Kuhn First published more than 60 years ago, this book has become a classic about
the work of the Holy Spirit in transforming lives characterized by fear, sin and darkness into beauty, joy and the hope of
the resurrection.
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Buy a cheap copy of Nests Above the Abyss: book by Isobel Kuhn. First published more than 40 years ago, this book
has become a classic of the work of the Holy Spirit in transforming lives characterized by fear, sin and darkness.
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